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Just for a change I have had the time to put together a December
edition, not as usual, but for entertainment. The committee have sent in
their ideas, and we have put this out as a one off for your fun. No news,
little about meetings, just jokes and puzzles. Please enjoy, it has a xmas
theme to go with the season. We hope you like it.

Mike....Ed.
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CHAIRMANS CHAT CHRISTMAS 2011
As an all time first Mike “The Web” decided on a Christmas Issue of the Newsletter comprising jokes and puzzles to keep you amused during the Festive period until you get the cover
off your MG to join us on the 27th December “Cold Turkey Run”
It gives me opportunity of wishing you all a Very Happy Christmas and a Good and Healthy
New Year. Below are my offerings, enjoy.
A photo taken on the road to the Calais Channel Ferry Port – as far as I am concerned it
shows the total disregard for the vehicle overloading regulations – and what are the French
Authorities doing about it?

Question:- WHAT DO YOU CALL THE SHOCK ABSORBERS INSIDE A BGT?
Answer:-“PASSENGERS”
Question:- WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN RV8 OWNER, AND A TA OWNER?
Answer:- THE RV8 OWNER ALWAYS WASHES HIS HANDS AFTER GOING TO THE ‘LOO’.
THE TA OWNER ALWAYS WASHES HIS HANDS BEFORE GOING TO THE
‘LOO’
Cont....
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Remember the NTBHWE Cockermouth 2010!

SCRIPT
Mark
“How do we get back to the START?”
Mick “Easy Mark – Just follow the OIL DRIPS!”
For those of you who have never had the pleasure of owning a 1930s MG
TA but want to know what it’s like:During the next big rainstorm, wait ‘till dark, get in your car, wind
down all the windows, leave off the lights, heater and wipers and go for a
drive. Stop at every road junction you come to and throw out a £5 note.

It’s not exactly the same , but it’s real close!
AND FINALLY FROM ME
Here is a little something to keep you out of the garage ‘till The Cold Turkey Run on the 27th.
I found this on Ray “tech” Cohen’s web site when researching his formal application for
acceptance to the “Haynes Technical Excellence Support Group” and the following diagram
depicts the actual physical part of the final interview undertaken by Ray prior to his acceptance.
As we are all aware Ray thankfully passed with flying colours and we congratulate him
for that, BUT, could you have resolved the problem?
Cont.....
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It is quite simply a matter of which way you turn the handle!
Standing on the platform you are padlocked to the structure.
Directly above your head is a suspended 2 ton weight and adjacent to it is a suspended key
which will fit the lock at your feet and aid your escape.
Both the weight and the key may be released by contact with the rotating axe.
The rotation of the axe is dependant on your decision as to which way you turn the handle
either clockwise or anticlockwise. ( DO NOT turn too much otherwise you will sever both the
key and the weight)
“Now it’s down to you”

(H.S.E. ADVICE - DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME)

“HAPPY CHRISTMAS”
BILL R.
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This month’s member as a youngster.
A slight change, as this is the last young member photo I have left.
A photo of the young man as taken some years back, followed by a close up. The same
picture but taken some years later, is on the last page. See if you can guess who it is before
going to the answer.......Ed

Photo 1 taken some years back.

Photo 2 a close up for you to
guess from!
COWS
Is it just me, or does anyone else find it amazing that
during the mad cow epidemic our government could
track a single cow, born in Appleby almost three years
ago, right to the stall where she slept in the county of
Cumbria?
And, they even tracked her calves to their stalls. But
they are unable to locate 125,000 illegal immigrants
wandering around our country. Maybe we should
give each of them a cow.......Mike.

THE 10 COMMANDMENTS
The real reason that we can't have the Ten Commandments posted in a courthouse or Parliament, is this You cannot post 'Thou Shalt Not Steal', 'Thou Shalt Not
Commit Adultery' and 'Thou Shall Not Lie', in a building full of lawyers, judges and politicians.....
It creates a hostile work environment!.....Mike.
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From Alan Grindley.
From Jo Newton
It is a slow day in a little
Greek Village. The rain is beating
down and the streets are deserted. Times are tough, everybody is in debt, and everybody
lives on credit. On this particular
day a rich German tourist is driving through the village, stops at
the local hotel and lays a €100
note on the desk, telling the hotel
owner he wants to inspect the
rooms upstairs in order to pick
one to spend the night. The owner
gives him some keys and, as soon
as the visitor has walked upstairs,
the hotelier grabs the €100 note
and runs next door to pay his debt
to the butcher. The butcher takes
the €100 note and runs down the
street to repay his debt to the pig farmer. The pig farmer takes the €100 note and heads off to
pay his bill at the supplier of feed and fuel. The guy at the Farmers' Co-op takes the €100 note
and runs to pay his drinks bill at the tavern. The publican slips the money along to the local
prostitute drinking at the bar, who has also been facing hard times and has had to offer him
"services" on credit. The hooker then rushes to the hotel and pays off her room bill to the hotel owner with the €100 note. The hotel proprietor then places the €100 note back on the
counter so the rich traveller will not suspect anything. At that moment the traveller comes
down the stairs, picks up the €100 note, states that the rooms are not satisfactory, pockets
the money, and leaves town. No one produced anything. No one earned anything. However,
the whole village is now out of debt and looking to the future with a lot more optimism.

And that, Ladies and Gentlemen, is how the bailout package works !
From Kevin Doran.
1.

4.
5.

This man fell into a vat of paint, he was rushed to hospital, but could not speak - the nurse said he
was overcome with emulsion!
What do you call a girl laying in the gutter with her head down a drain? - Ingrid
Our ice cream man was found lying on the floor of his van covered with Hundreds and Thousands.
Police say that he topped himself.
How does Luke Skywalker stay in touch with his personal trainer? He uses his Yodaphone.
What do you call a blonde who dyes her hair? Artificial Intelligence.

6.

A woman walks into a bar and asks the barman for a double entendre. So he gave her one.

7.

Man goes to the doctor with a lettuce growing out of his ear. Doc says, "I've got some very bad
news, that's just the tip of the iceberg."
What do you call a woman who burns all her bills? Bernadette!

2.
3.

8.
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CAR CROSSWORD
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30

DOWN

1&30 The ultimate limo (5,5)
1 Fibreglass bodied sportster made from criminal's attire (7,8)
4 US motor made from the Velcro (9)
2 Colin Chapman's bloomer (5)
9 Newborn cats or dogs - leaves a mess behind (7)
3 Get a good view from this Renault (6)
10 Three wheeler I take to the beach (5)
4 Johnny or Pat will need plenty of this for a restoration (4)
11 Use first class nuts to rebuild this (6)
5 Dries up what a poet raves about (10)
12 Distributor component included in carrot or armature (5,3)
6 Use the bun word to apply wet and dry to your paintwork (3,4)
14 Rubber car component seen in rusty rebuild (4)
7 Our treasure hunt takes place here - its a bomber! (9)
16 Oldster's travel agent (sex annually, generally August) (4)
8 70's saloon makes use of multimotored hip (7,8)
17 Hot and cold not used in the nick (5)
13 Sport played in dodgy kebab stall (10)
18 Derogatory term for old banger - in a box? (5)
15 Randomly raise 26 down to find highway edges (9)
20 Turn veg to maka part of a boat (4)
19 Heard rumbling? What you hear it with is in there (7)
21 Fiat mini - you'll need a Biro to order one (4)
22 What's behind? Use this (6)
23 Italian sportster mixes air and steam (8)
25 Bats with almonds, brazils, and hazels in (5)
24 Spanish white (6)
26 Starting price, not evens (4)
27 1930's Ford model seen in situ, Dorset area (5)
28 Dottier version of rare sports car - Andy has one (7)
NOTE - ITALICS INDICATE CAR MAKE AND/OR MODEL
29 Reassembles as removed, looks like it anyway (9)
30 See 1 across

“Happy Christmas”
Bill B.
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This month’s topical joke.
Anagram from Janet Bradshaw.
In one of the Bard's best-thought
-of tragedies, our insistent hero
Hamlet queries on two fronts
about how life turns rotten.
All the clues are in the anagram.

From Kevin Doran.
Two cannibals eating a clown. One
says "Does this taste funny to you?"
Q:-How many blondes does it take to
make choc-chip cookies?
A:-Six.... One to stir the mixture and
the other five to peel the smarties.
I call my mother in law the exorcist.
When she comes round all the spirits
disappear.
"Doc, I can't stop singing the green
green grass of home." "That sounds
like Tom Jones syndrome" "Is it common? ", "It's not unusual."

Yes you were right it’s Bill Ryding !

Hope you‘ve enjoyed this Newsletter. Unfortunately, due to personal reasons, this will be
the last one I will produce.
My thanks for the kind remarks, and all the entries
sent for inclusion in the past
year.
.....Mike.
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